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Workshop: How to Get Nice Rotifer Images

Oblique illumination

by Michael Plewka, Hattingen

Oblique illumination/ Kreutz-Blende
Depending on the microscope, especially the condenser, it is possible to create a so-called oblique
illumination with a simple diaphragm, which leads to a relief-like appearance of the image. In this
case, areas that have only a low contrast in the pure bright field can be shown with a higher
contrast using this method, which leads to a better visibility. Here is the original version used by
Martin Kreutz.
The effectiveness of the aperture depends on where it can be inserted in the condenser. You can
also experiment with the shape of the aperture.
As you can see in the pictures, with all 3 condensers it is possible to position the diaphragm/filter
differently in the beam path. With the cross aperture, this has the effect of allowing a smooth
transition from relief contrast to a slanted dark field.

Blende
(Schwarzer Karton)

Mattscheibe zur Diffusion
(oder leer )

The effectiveness of the aperture depends on where it can be inserted into the condenser. You can
also experiment with the shape of the aperture.
As you can see in the pictures, it is possible to position the diaphragm/filters differently in the beam
path with all 3 condensers. With the cross diaphragm, this has the effect that a continuous variation
from relief contrast to a skewed dark field is possible.

Oblique illumination: example images

By using an additional colour foil (blue in this case) with a corresponding aperture shape and
positioning within the condenser, a relief contrast with a coloured background and the "natural" colours
of the organism can be achieved.

We want to try to make such apertures and experiment with them on the existing
microscopes.
If it is not possible to attach such apertures to the existing microscopes, such an
aperture will be demonstrated on my microscope via the beamer.

